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Conflict: All Kinds of Conflict

all kiNdS Of cONflict
Conflict provides opportunity for excitement and danger. The most common forms of 
conflict are social, dramatic and violent conflicts. Social conflicts are attempts to manip-
ulate other people and force them to act or react in a certain way. Dramatic conflicts are 
chases, competitions or stressful activities. Violent conflicts are the use of weapons on 
either personal, vehicle or starship scale.

The same basic mechanism is used for all conflicts. A skill check 
is made, and if successful the target has to make a conflict saving 
throw.

Saves are only ever called for as a result of conflict. It might be social 
conflict, horror, chases, dramatic scenes or violent conflict. In each 
of these cases someone or something has happened which threatens 
you in one way or another, and tests your resilience. The result of 
your Save Check (sometimes called Saving Throw) will determine 
whether you have resisted the threat or fallen to it. The degree to 
which you make or fail the save will indicate the degree to which you 
are affected.

So while Skill checks are made against a DC (Difficulty Class) in or-
der to accomplish something, Saves are made against a TN (Threat 
Number) in order to avoid impairment.

In each case making the save by 10 or more over the TN is a perfect 
success and you are unaffected.

Making the save, but by less then 10 over the TN, is a success with 
a short term consequence - you are Dazed, which makes you more 
vulnerable until you’ve been able to remove that condition. It is 
simple to remove a Dazed condition (it just takes a single action) but 
there might be additional considerations that cause you to put it off - 
perhaps you desperately need to reach the control deck AND pull the 
emergency lever, so you decide to leave the Dazed condition in place 
for an extra round while you concentrate on the bigger threat.

A failed save results in a lasting consequence, as outlined in the sum-
mary table below - and explained in more detail in each section.

cONflict

Ability Conflict type Make by 10 or 
more

Make the save Fail the save Fail by 10 or 
more

Fail by 20 or 
more

Passion
Social save OK Dazed Persuaded Convinced Overwhelmed

Horror save OK Dazed Fear Terror Horror

Intellect
Chase save OK Dazed Collision Crash Caught

Drama save OK Dazed Crisis Disaster Catastrophe

Physique Stun save OK Dazed Staggered Stunned Unconscious

Lethal save OK Dazed Injured Wounded Dying


